Where’s Stanley?
Rational

The main focus of the topic is to compare the geographical features of two contrasting locations. During this
topic Stanley will visit Parry Sound in Canada and compare this to Basingstoke. The children will have the
opportunity to research similarities and difference for the two locations including the wildlife.

Year 2
Autumn 1

Hook
The topic will commence with Stanley exploring Canada through internet links, books, maps and atlases.
They will explore all the geographical features. The children will have the opportunity to learn mapping
skills.
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Home learning
Make your own mini Flat Stanley (Or Freda) take him to a location
of your choice and photograph him with different geographical
features e.g. beach, river, woodland. Even better post Stanley to
friends or family in a different country and ask them to send back
pictures of his adventures. (Templates attached)

Spirituality


Awe and wonder of the world we live in

Outcome
A trip to the Science centre at Queen Mary’s college to show
the head of the Primary Science unit our learning (Covid
willing!).
An online virtual family quiz night in early January (exact
dates to be confirmed).

